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1. Introduction 
All the spaces under consideration are supposed to be Tl-spaces. If X is a space, 
then X’ is the set of all cluster points of X. (LX, xX, cX, dX, wX, denote the 
pseudocharacter, character, cellularity, density, weight of X, respectively. We define 
ad X 2 x if any intersection of less than x open sets in X is open (if X is discrete, 
we define ad X = 1; X is said to be x-additive if ad X > x. (The sup of these 
cardinals x is called the additivity of X.) A set A in a space X is a G,-set if it is 
an intersection of x open sets in X. We write g(dX) = x if x is the least cardinal 
such that the diagonal AX of X is a G,-set in X XX. If V, is a neighbourhood of 
AX, V,[x] denotes the set {y E X 1 (y, x) E Vcl} which is a neighbourhood of x E X. 
A space X is zerodimensional if it has a clopen base (i.e. ind X = 0; a normal space 
X is strongly zerodimensional (i.e.: Ind X = 0) if any two disjoint closed sets in X 
can be separated by a clopen set. A space X is called strongly suborderable if there 
exists a linear order s on X such that open intervals form a local base at any 
nonisolated point x E. X. 
A topological space X is called linearly uniformizable if there is a uniformity 
generating the topology of X and having a linearly ordered base (with respect to 
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inclusion if we regard uniformities as entourages of diagonals, or with respect to 
refinement if we regard uniformities as covers). Obviously, any metrizable topologi- 
cal space is linearly uniformizable. 
As it is well-known, a metric d on a space X is called a non-archimedean metric 
if it satisfies the strong triangular inequality: d(x, z) smax{d(x, y), d(y, 2)) for all 
x, y, z EX. It is easy to see that then any two balls B,(x), B,(y) are either disjoint 
or one contains the other. Hence a topological space X is called a non-archimedean 
topological space if it has a base V3 such that any two members of B are either 
disjoint or comparable by inclusion. 
By a result of Papic [32] a space X is non-archimedeanly metrizable iff it is a 
metrizable non-archimedean topological space. In 1955, De Groot [lo] proved 
that a metrizable space is non-archimedeanly metrizable iff Ind X = 0. 
One can show that non-archimedean topological spaces X are always strongly 
zerodimensional but, conversely, the Sorgenfrey-line S satisfies Ind S = 0 and it is 
not a non-archimedean topological space. The Michael-line (see e.g. [25])’ is an 
example of a non-archimedean topological space which is not metrizable. Every 
non-archimedean topological space is paracompact hence hereditarily paracompact. 
(This was proved independently by many mathematicians, the first proof appears 
in [32], another in [2S].) 
Every point x in a non-archimedean topological space has a monotone base of 
its neighbourhoods and I&(X) =x(x). 
If a uniform space X has a linearly ordered base, then it also has a well-ordered 
base 8 = {Bi ) i E x}, Bi c Bj e i > j, and in fact, x is then the uniform weight of X 
and x =1,4(x). In this case, X is called x-uniformizuble or x-metrizuble. Either, 
x = 1 (then X is discrete), or x = w (then X is metrizable), or x is regular 
uncountable (then X is nonmetrizable and has a linearly ordered base for its 
uniformity composed of equivalences’, hence it is a non-archimedean topological 
space [25,26,33,36]. Hence every linearly uniformizuble space is hereditarily puru- 
compact. 
If X is x-uniformizable, then ad X = x and I++(X) =x(x) = x for every noniso- 
lated point of X. 
Examples of linearly uniformizuble spaces 
(a) Generalized Baire sequence-spaces, i.e., A-box-powers of discrete spaces. 
Spaces of the type (2*), - see [2] - are special cases [36]. 
(b) x-box-products of at most x many x-uniformizable spaces. 
CC) (x+ = 2”) Topological ultraproducts of x-many spaces along a countably 
incomplete 2”-good ultrafilter on x (see [2, 11). 
’ The Michael-line X is obtained from the space of the reals with its usual topology by turning the 
irrational points into isolated points. 
’ ForanyBiEB,let(Bi.),n=1,2,3 ,..., be asequenceof entouragessuch that Bi.n+l ~B,,+I cBi.“. 
Then n{B,. 1 n E W} =: Bj is an entourage with B: 0 B! = Bi. Therefore, the corresponding uniform 
cover is in a (clopen) partition of X. 
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(d) Topologically orderable groups (see [27] where detailed characterizations of 
such groups can be found). 
(e) Spaces metrizable over totally ordered groups with uncountable cofinality 
(see e.g. [35,36]). 
Historical comments 
The first appearance of the spaces investigated here was probably in Hausdorff’s 
book [ 111, who suggested to study distance-functions with values in linearly ordered 
groups. (Compare e.g. [35].) 
A systematical study of properties of both concepts and their relations to other 
classes was started by Kurepa. In 1934 [17], he defined a class of spaces which he 
called ‘espaces pseudodistanciees’ (later also espaces pseudometriques or D,- 
spaces) as spaces generated by a metric with values in a linearly ordered set, or in 
a well-ordered set ([19], 1936). The definition of linearly uniformizable spaces used 
in our paper was given by Frtchet in 1945 [8]. In 1947, J. Colmez [3] proved that 
this class of spaces coincides with Kurepa’s Da-spaces. Non-archimedean topological 
spaces were defined by Kurepa in 1936 [18,19] under the name ‘spaces with 
ramified bases’. Later, he and PapiC used the term ‘R-spaces’. He and others (e.g. 
Doss [4]) proved some basic facts on these classes of spaces. 
In 1950, Sikorski [40] defined and investigated x-metrizable spaces as spaces 
whose topology is generated by a metric with values in an ordered abelian group 
with character x; and in 1969, Stevenson and Thron [41] showed the equivalence 
of x-metrizability and linear uniformizability. In a different context, Monna ([24], 
1950) investigated non-archimedean metrics, non-archimedean topological spaces 
and non-archimedean uniform spaces under the name used now. (Among others, 
he proved that a separable metric space is non-archimedeanly metrizable iff it is 
zerodimensional.) 
A rather deep investigation of linearly uniformizable and non-archimedean 
topological spaces appeared in Pap? thesis in 1953 (see [33,34]). Among others, 
he characterized the latter as topological spaces having an open base which is a 
tree with respect to inclusion. He also proved that separable or compact non- 
archimedean spaces are metrizable, that non-archimedeanly metrizable spaces are 
orderable, and others. 
Many of these results were proved later independently by other authors and 
other methods. Several of the above-mentioned theorems will be generalized in 
this paper and/or put in a ‘natural’ frame. 
In the recent years, many characterizations of linearly uniformizable spaces and 
related results were proved by Nyikos and Reichel, see e.g. [25,26,36], where 
(and also in [20]) one can also find other references. 
For another approach, namely the study of metrics with values in ordered 
semigroups (which summarizes almost every known kind of generalized metrics) 
see [35]. 
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2. The main results 
A natural problem is to characterize those topological spaces which are linearly 
uniformizable. One of the first solutions was given by Wang Shu-Tang [44] in 1964, 
who generalized the metrizability theorem of Nagata-Smirnov to higher cardinals. 
In 1975, 1976 and 1979, Hodel, Nyikos and Reichel proved a lot of further 
x-metrization theorems [14,26,35,36]. With few exceptions [35,36], all those 
x-metrization theorems yield ‘classical’ metrization theorems if specialized to 
x = w, even though the proofs, in most cases, have to use different methods for 
uncountable x. But, in some sense, this situation is unsatisfying: As we shall 
indicate by examples, and as it is seen by the results below, the theory of non- 
metrizable linearly uniformizable spaces is not just a direct generalization of metric 
spaces, it has many autonomous and independent aspects which do not have 
analogues for metrizable spaces.3 It is this aspect which we want to emphasize in 
this paper; and in this sense, our theorems characterizing linear uniformizibility 
seem to be more adept to the whole concept. If one specializes our theorems to 
the countable case, one does not get general metrizability theorems but one obtains 
necessary and sufficient conditions for a space to be strongly zerodimensional and 
metrizable. So, from this point of view, one could consider the theory of linearly 
uniformizable spaces to be a generalization of strongly zerodimensional metric spaces. 
But again, this view is not justified completely, too. Again, there are characteristic 
differences between the countable and the non-countable case: in the countable 
case, these spaces are orderable [33,12], whereas this is not true generally in the 
uncountable case [34,21, 151; Baire’s theorem holds for complete metric spaces 
but not for every complete wr-metrizable space [40, Section 4 (XIII)]. 
As we could see above, there are interesting relations between the investigated 
classes and ordered spaces. We will try to find more about those relations. But at 
first we want to assemble several properties needed hereafter: 
(i) If X is a (strongly) suborderable space, then ind X = 0 iff Ind X = 0. It is 
easy to prove this assertion by modifying a proof that every (sub-)orderable space 
is normal, or to derive it from results of [12]. 
(ii) If every point of a space X has a monotone base of its neighborhoods and 
CL(x) = @(AX) for every nonisolated x E X, then ad X 3 $(AX). 
(iii) If X is suborderable and ad X = @(AX), then X is paracompact. 
Perhaps, the last statement needs a proof for non-discrete X: If X is not 
paracompact hen, by [6], X contains a closed homeomorphic copy of a stationary 
set of an uncountable regular x, and since such a set cannot be discrete we have, 
x > ad X. But the diagonal of no stationary set in X is an intersection of less than 
3 There are many theorems, for example, holding for x-metrizable spaces if x >w, which do not 
hold for x = W, i.e. for metrizable spaces in general. Conversely, many features of metrizable spaces 
cannot be generalized to x-metrizable spaces for x >w. Therefore, we need characterizations of 
x-metrizable spaces (x >w) which are not mere generalizations of metrization theorems to higher 
cardinals. 
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x open sets (every such an open set must contain a square of a ‘tail’). For further 
information on suborderable spaces see e.g. [22,23] and [29]. 
Trying to characterize linearly uniformizable spaces X, one usually gets problems 
with the set of the isolated points x E X. Therefore, we need some special conditions 
for ‘handling’ the isolated points. In fact, we shall need conditions guaranteeing 
that there are not too many isolated points too close by the derived set X’ of X. 
It turns out that a property, which we call ‘property (Bh)‘, is an appropriate one. 
The background of property (Bh) is in the theory of generalized metric spaces. In 
[13], Hodel introduced the following concept: X is said to be a P-space if for every 
point x EX, there is a family {U,(x) 1 II E w} of neighborhoods of x such that 
fl v,(X)={X}andifn{U,(x,)I n E w} # 0, then {x”} has an accumulation point. We 
shall use here the following generalization: 
Definition. A space X is said to have property Bh, A a cardinal, if for every x EX, 
there is a family {IY~ (x) ) a E A} of neighborhoods of x such that n {Ucl (x) (a E A} = 
{xl, and if fl{Ua(x,)I a E A} contains an isolated point, then {x~} has a complete 
accumulation point.4 
Clearly, any P-space and hence every metrizable space has B, ; every x-unifor- 
mizable space has B,; every dense-in-itself space X has B,; any A-stratifiable 
space (see p. 184) has B*; every space X has Blxl+, and every discrete space has 
B, for any A # 0. 
If X has Bh and ‘?I is an open base for X then we may suppose that the above 
U,(x) belong to B. The Michael-line X is a first-countable space which does not 
have property B, as follows from Corollary 7 below. 
Theorem. For any topological space, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) X is either linearly uniformizable and non-metrizable, or X is metrizable and 
strongly zerodimensional. 
(b) Xis a non-archimedean topological space ; +4(x) = (lI(AX) for every nonisolated 
x E X; and X has property BILCdXj. 
(c) Xis a non-archimedean topological space ; 1,4(x) = *(AX) for every nonisolated 
point x E X; and X’ is a G+(Ax,-set in X. 
(d) X is strongly suborderable, zerodimensional; ad (X) = 4(AX); and X’ is a 
GtiLcdxj-set in X. 
(Remember that X’ denotes the set of nonisolated points of X.) 
Proof. The implication (a) 3 (b) follows from the above observations. 
(b) + (c). Suppose that X satisfies (b), AX = n {Va Ia E A}, A = +(AX), V, open 
in X xX and that Q3 is a non-archimedean base for X. We may also assume that 
4 In the sense of sets, i.e., for every neighborhood (I of the accumulation point one has /{a E A lx, E 
U}I = A. 
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the sets U, (x) from property Bk belong to !8 and U,(x) X U, (x) c V, and U,(x) = {x} 
if x is isolated. 
Now,X’=n{u{U&x)l. EX’}~ (Y E A}; indeed, if the last set contains an isolated 
pointx,sayxEn(U,(x,)) (Y E A)}, x, E X’, then {x~} has a complete accumulation 
pointy.NowtakecrEpEAsuchthatx~U,(y),(U,(y)xU,(y))-Vp#0,U,(y)3xp. 
Then Up(xp)nU,(y)#O, hence U,(x,)=U,(y) or UO(X,S)=U,(~). But Ue(x,)x 
Ua (x6) c V,, hence U, (x6) c U, (y ), hence x & U, (x0) - a contradiction. Thus, 
(b) * (c). 
(c) 3 (d). Assume that X satisfies (c): i.e.: let !8 be a non-archimedean base of 
X, +(AX)=A and AX=n{UaIa~A}, U, open in XxX as well as X’= 
n {G, 1 a E A}, G, open in X by our assumptions. Then, by (ii), ad X 2 @(AX), and 
it remains to prove that X is strongly suborderable. 
Since X is paracompact and Ind X = 0, for every (Y E A, there is an open decompo- 
sition 8, of X, ‘%J3, c ‘8, refining the cover 
we may suppose that, for (Y E p E A, BjB refines a3, because ad X = A. It is almost 
clear that lJ {93= ) (Y E A} is a base of X (if x is isolated, then {x} E 5ZJa for some (Y ; 
ifxEX’, U~%!,x~U,and WtiUforevery WEU{‘8=(cuEA}withxEW,then 
W 3 U, hence n{UJx]ja EA}x U). 
If A c W, then X is metrizable, hence orderable by the result of PapiC and Kurepa 
([34,20], compare also [12] where Herrlich shows that a totally disconnected metric 
space X is orderable iff Ind X = 0). 
If A >w, we may suppose that ~{VE ga+* I V c W}l SW for any WE 8, with 
IW 2 w. We can order every %?a in such a way that for (Y E p E A the canonical 
‘refinement’ map %Jp + ‘%Ja is an order homomorphism and for WE Ba, I WI > co, 
the set {V~!23~+~1Vc W} ’ d IS iscretely ordered without a first and a last element. 
If, for x, y E X, we define x < y whenever V < W for some V, WE Ba, a E A, with 
x E V, y E W, then the order < induces the topology at every nonisolated point of 
X. Indeed, let x E X’, WE !23,, x E W, and take T, U, V E 8a+1 in such a way that 
T u U u V c W, x E U, T is the predecessor of U in &+i, V is the successor of 
U in %Jja+i. Then for t E T, r E V, we have x E It, r[ c W. Clearly, every open interval 
is an open set in X. 
To finish the proof, we must show (d) 3 (a). Let X satisfy (d), and @(AX) = A. 
Hence X’ = n {G, I (Y E A} and AX = n {Ua 1 a E A} where each G, and U, are open. 
For each x EX’, there is an open interval V,,, c G, containing x and such that 
V,,, x V,,, = U, ; for x E (X -X’) we put V,,, = {x}. If we put V, = 
U{Vx., x V,,, Ix EX’}UAX, then V, = Ua, V, is open in X XX and each V, [x] is 
a convex set. Since n { V,[ x (~~A}={x}foreveryx~X,weseethat{V,[x]~cw~A} ] ( 
is a local base at x (for x E X’ because all V_[x] are convex; for x E X -X’ because 
V, [x] = {x} whenever x @ G,. 
Since X is paracompact by (iii), n {VP 1 (Y E x}, x E A, generates a uniformity on 
X with a linearly ordered base. (In a paracompact space, every collection Of 
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neighbourhoods of AX is a part of a uniformity on X; we take such a smallest 
uniformity.) 
It remains to remark that X is metrizable iff $(AX) = w, and then Ind X = 
dim X = 0 by (i) on p. 176. 
Remark, Notice that we have not used zerodimensionality in the main part of 
(d) + (a). Thus any strongly suborderable space X with ad X = $(AX) is linearly 
uniformizable iff X’ is a G ecdxj-set. 
To get a different view of the situation, we indicate another proof for (d) + (a), 
too. In [28], Nyikos and Reichel proved that for any orderable space X, we have 
m(X) = I,!I(AX) where m (X) is the metrizability-degree of the space X [14]. Mutatis 
mutandis, the same proof works for strongly suborderable spaces X where X’ is a 
G scax,-set. Now the implication (d) + (a) follows from the fact that a space X is 
x-metrizable iff m(X) = ad X = x. 
A further, equivalent, description of spaces which are either linearly uniformiz- 
able and non-metrizable or metrizable and strongly zerodimensional (i.e. condition 
(a) of our theorem above) will be stated in Proposition 1.b. 
Corollaries. 1. Every nonarchimedean topological space X with G(x) = *(AX) for 
every point x E X is linearly uniformizable. 
2. Every non-archimedean P-space with a Gs-diagonal is metrizable. 
3. Every strongly suborderable space with Gs-diagonal and such that the set of all 
isolated points is F,,, is metrirable. 
4. Every orderable space X with ad X = @(AX) is linearly uniformizable [28]. 
5. Every perfectly normal non-archimedean space with a Gs-diagonal is metrizable 
(Van Douwen). 
6. Every non-archimedean space X with 4(x) = dX for any nonisolated x E X is 
linearly uniformizable (thus every separable non-archimedean space is metrizable 
[32,251). 
7. The Michael-line is first countable but it is not a P-space. 
Proof. Corollaries 1,2 and 5 follow directly from our theorem, 3 from the preceding 
remark, and 7 follows from 2. To prove Corollary 4, it suffices to show that in any 
orderable space X with 4(AX) = ad X = x the set X’ is a G,-set, and then to use 
the preceding remark. Indeed, if AX = n {Ua 1 a E x} for an open decreasing family 
{Up} in X xX, then X’ = n {U {V,,, Ix E X’} 1 CY E x}, where V,,, are open intervals 
such that x E V,.,, V,,, x V,,, c U,. If x is isolated and contained in the last intersec- 
tion, then x E n {V_, 1 a E X} for some sequence {xu 1 CY E x} in X’. Then we may 
suppose that x, <x for some cofinal set in x. Now let y be the predecessor of x, 
then (Y, 4 in FL 1 a E x}, which is contradiction. 
Corollary 6 follows from the following reasoning. Let 93 be a non-archimedean 
base of X, and denote d(X) = A. One can easily show that ]%?I s A (for every x E X 
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the set ‘8, = {B E 58 1 x E B} is a linearly ordered set of clopen sets, hence IBx 1 c A 
and 58=U{%Jx) x ES} where S is a dense set in X). Now, for every disjoint pair 
B, C E EJ we denote V(B, C) = (X XX) - (B x C). There are at most A many such 
open sets V(B, C) and their intersection is AX. Consequently, (cl(AX) s A (and, 
since $X = A) if X is not discrete by our assumption, one has $(AX) = A. By 
d(X) = A it follows that (X -X’I s A. Therefore, X-X’ is an FticAx,-set in X and 
it follows from assertion (c) in the above theorem that X is linearly uniformizable. 
Remarks. In different ways, Corollaries 3 and 4 generalize Lutzer’s result from [22], 
that every orderable space with Gs-diagonal is metrizable (indeed, in every order- 
able space with Gs-diagonal, the set of isolated points is an F,-set. See e.g. the proof 
of Corollary 4). 
Corollary 5 which can also be proved differently, answers partly the question 
posed in [25], whether every perfectly normal non-archimedean space is metrizable. 
This question is repeated in [39, p. 651 where it is indicated that the answer is “no” 
if there is a Sousline line. This result is due to Nyikos. Compare also the space 
described after our Corollary 9’. 
Corollary 6 generalizes one of the oldest results on non-archimedean spaces 
proved by PapiC [32] and also by other authors, e.g., [25] which states that every 
separable non-archimedean space is metrizable. 
Since dX = WX for non-archimedean spaces (see the proof above) and since 
every regular space X with WX c ad X is linearly uniformizable, as follows from 
a result in [40], our Corollary 6 gives also the following. 
Corollary 8. The following conditions for a space X are equivalent: 
(a) X is regular, Ind X = 0, WX c ad X. 
(b) X is wX-uniformizable, and Ind X = 0 if X is metrizable. 
(c) X is a non-archimedean space with 4,(x) = dX for every non-isolated x E X. 
Remark. Condition (b) says in fact that either X is a separable zerodimensional 
metrizable space (if w(X) = W) or X is w (X)-metrirable. 
Examples 
The following examples will show that we cannot omit or weaken the conditions 
in our theorem above. 
Example 1. It is easy to find examples of spaces which are not linearly uniformizable, 
but satisfy all the conditions of our Theorem except 4 (x) = 4(AX) or ad X = 4(AX), 
respectively; take for instance a disjoint sum of a x-uniformizable space and a 
5 Note, however, that under MA+ -ICH, and if there no Kurepa-tree, every perfectly normal 
non-archimedean space X with w(x) s o1 is metrizable [42]. (More exactly, the set-theoretic assumptions 
are DA+lwKH.) 
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A-uniformizable space with x > A > w. Then the resulting space is non-archimedean, 
and orderable provided the original spaces are dense-in-itself. 
Example 2. A modified Michael-line. We shall show now that in our theorem, the 
conditions concerning the isolated points are essential: to prove that a space X is 
linearly uniformizable we must assure that-in a certain sense -there are not too 
many isolated points which are “too close to the subspace X”‘. As a first example, 
take the Michael-line X which is non-archimedean, strongly suborderable and 
which satisfies G(x) = 4(AX) = ad X for all non-isolated points x. But the Michael- 
line is not metrizable. Therefore, it may serve as a counterexample in the countable 
case. By Baire’s theorem, X’ is not Gb, nor has X property B,. 
The following example concerns the uncountable case, too. Let 2 be the ordered 
set of integers, x a regular infinite cardinal, Y the lexicographically power Z” and 
X the strongly suborderable space with the same ordered set as Y in which all 
points x E Y for which {a ]pr,x # 0) is cofinal in x, are isolated. Then the space X 
is non-archimedean, strongly suborderable, $(x) = *(AX) = ad X = x for all nonisol- 
ated points x, and X is not linearly uniformizable. 
The facts that X is strongly suborderable and 1+4(x) = ad X = x for nonisolated 
x EX, are clear. Since Y is x-uniformizable (the partitions {pri’{x}\x E Z”}, OL E x, 
form a base for the uniformity), one gets that Y- and hence X- is non-archi- 
medean; (cf. [36]). Moreover, we have $(AX)=rl,(AY)=x. To prove that X is 
not linearly uniformizable, it suffices to show that X’ is not a G,-set in Y. 
Suppose that X’ = n {Ua 1 a E x}, lJ, open in Y. Since X-X’ is dense in Y, 
there is an X~E Uo-X’ and a neighbourhood V. of x0 in Y such that V. c Uo, 
V. = {x 1 prux = pro,xo for (Y E PO} for some PO, and pr,xo # 0 for some (Y E PO. Since 
X’, and hence U1, is dense in Y, there is an x1 E U1 n Vo-X’ with a neighbourhood 
VI of x1 in Y such that VI c UI n VO, VI = {x 1 pr,x = prpxl for CY E pi}, for some 
pi, and pr,xl #O for some CY E/~I, (Y > 1. By transfinite induction we get points 
x, E U, -X’ and their neighbourhoods V, c U, such that x, in {V, 1 y E (Y}, V, = 
{x 1 pr,x = prvxa for y E &} for some & and prvxol # 0 for some y E pp, y 5 (Y. Thus 
there is an isolated point x E n {V, 1 (Y E x} c n {Um 1 CY E 7~) = X’, which is a contra- 
diction. (Here for each CY E x, prvx = pr,xx,-for all y E pa.) 
Example 3. A modified Sorgenfrey-line. The next example shows that one cannot 
replace ‘strongly suborderable’ by ‘suborderable’ in condition (d). 
Let Z be the ordered set of integers, x a regular infinite cardinal, Y the 
lexicographically power Z” and X be the set Y with the half open intervals [a, b[ 
as a base for the topology. One can easily show that ad X = ad Y = x, 1,4((dX) = 
$(A Y) = x (hence X is paracompact by (iii), Ind X = 0 by (i), and X is dense-in- 
itself). If 2” < 2”, then X XX is not collectionwise normal: the subspace {(x, -x) lx E 
X} is closed discrete in X x X of cardinality 2”, but c (X xX) c d (X xX) = dX = 2”. 
If 22p <22x, then X XX is not normal (use Jones’ classical method of counting 
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continuous functions). Thus, for x = w, the space X is not metrizable. Suppose 
now that x >w. If X would be linearly uniformizable, then X was orderable by a 
dense order (e.g. the order obtained in the proof (c) + (d) above is dense provided 
X is dense-in-itself). On the other hand, X cannot be orderable by a dense order, 
because the finest order-completion of X would be connected then, which contra- 
dicts Corollary 3 in [5]. 
Therefore, we have: For every regular cardinal x there is a paracompact suborder- 
able O-dimensional space X without isolated points with ad X = @(AX) = x, (= 4(x), 
for any x), which is not linearly uniform&able (even not non-archimedean). 
Example 4. Our next step is to show that one cannot weaken the condition 
“adX = $(AX)” in (d) to “adX = $(x), for all non-isolated x EX”. Let R be the 
reals and I be the subspace of the irrationals and let X c R x I be the following 
space: X = {(r, s)]either r ~1, or s = &}. Take the lexicographically order on X 
and the ordertopology T, then obviously, the Michael-line M is embeddable into 
X. Let ‘BI be a non-archimedean base of M and !.& be a non-archimedean base 
of the irrationals I. Then 
is a non-archimedean base of (X, T). Therefore, X is a non-archimedean space 
without isolated points ; it satisfies +(x) = ad X = w for every x E X, but (X, 7) is not 
metrizable since it contains the Michael-line as a subspace. Therefore, *(AX) > o. 
Remark 1. The construction described above can be generalized to arbitrary regular 
x if one replaces the Michael-line by the space of our Example 2 and the irrationals 
by 2 x (compare Example 3). 
Therefore, for every regular cardinal x there is a paracompact zerodimensional 
orderable space X without isolated points, with adX = CL(x) = x for every x EX, 
which is not linearly uniformizable. 
Remark 2. The space constructed above was in fact non-archimedean. Here is an 
example of a paracompact zerodimensional space which serves the same purpose 
as above, but is not non-archimedean: For some infinite regular cardinal x, let D 
be an ordered discrete space of cardinality x and cofinality x. Define X = 
2” x ((D xZ”) u {oo}), where all the products and powers are lexicographical, and 
a~ is a ‘last point’ added to D xZ”. Then adX=$(x)=x for every x~X, but X 
is not linearly uniformizable, because its subspace Z” x (00) is homeomorphic with 
the space from our Example 3. 
Example 5. We will show now that we cannot weaken the condition “ad X = 
(I/(AX)” in (d) to “cl/(x) = 4(AX) for all x”, and, at the same time, that we cannot 
weaken the non-archimedean property in (b), (c) to ‘hereditarily paracompact 
O-dimensional’, even if the space in question is dense-in-itself. 
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The example is a modification of the last example: X = ((D x 2”) u (00)) +Z”, 
where again the product, the powers and the sum are lexicographical, and 00 is a 
‘last’ point added to D x Z”. Then X is hereditarily paracompact, 4(x) = x for all 
x, X cannot be linearly uniformizable for x >w because ad X = w (coinitiality of 
Z” is w). It remains to show that @(AX) = x : we know that both spaces (D x h”) u 
{CO}, Z” are x-uniformizable, hence, their diagonals are intersections of monotone 
open families {Ua ) a E PC} and {V,, 1 a E x}, respectively. If {ya 1 a E 2~) is cofinal in 
D X Z”, {x, In E w} coinitial in Z”, and the map cp :x +w given by the formula 
a=,$*w+cpa,thenn{W,I~EX}=AX,where 
W, = u, u v, u (IYa, .&a [XlYa, %a[). 
Our result is: For every uncountable regular x there is a hereditarily paracompact 
O-dimensional orderable space without isolated points, with (l/(x) = *(AX) = x for 
all x E X, which is not linearly uniformizable (even not non-archimedean). 
For x = w such a space cannot exist because of Lutzer’s result that orderable 
spaces with a Gs-diagonal are metrizable. If in this case, we replace ‘orderability’ 
by ‘suborderability’, then the Sorgenfrey-line fits as an analogue of the example 
above. 
Remark. The space X constructed above has metrizability-degree m(X) = x, but 
X is not x-metrizable. (Viz. [28].) 
Example 6. If we look at the last three examples, we can see that the constructed 
spaces are dense-in-itself. For such spaces, our theorem has the following form: 
Corollary 9. If X is dense-in-itself, then the following assertions are equivalent: 
(1) X is linearly uniformizable and non-metrizable or metrizable and dim X = 0. 
(2) X is non-archimedean and G(x) = +G(AX) for every x EX. 
(3) X is orderable, O-dimensional and ad X = $(AX). 
Remarks. In the preceding examples we have shown that the conditions in (2) and 
(3) cannot be weakened; e.g. the non-archimedean property in (2) to orderability. 
(Here, orderability of X would be weaker than the non-archimedean property, 
since if 4(AX) = w, X is orderable since it is metrizable and Ind X = 0, and if 
G(AX) >w, orderability of X follows from [21, Theorem 8.4(ii)]. 
Further, we showed that orderability in (3) cannot be weakened to suborderability. 
We also showed that the condition “ad X = 4(AX)” in (3) cannot be replaced 
by “ad X = G(x) for every non-isolated x E X” and moreover (in Example 4) that 
the condition “4(x) = (I/(AX)” in (2) cannot be weakened to “4(x) = ad X”. Here 
is another (perhaps easier) example for this latter situation, but it is independent 
of ZFC. 
Let S be a Souslin-tree (which exists if a Souslin-line exists; e.g. [38]). Moreover, 
we can assume that every element s E S has infinitely many immediate successors. 
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Now let X be the space described as follows: points x EX are maximal chains of 
S; a basic neighbourhood of x will exist of those maximal chains of y E X which 
coincide at a fixed element CY of x (and hence at all elements @ G CY). Then it follows 
from the construction that X is a non-archimedean topological space, X is first 
countable and dense-in-itself. Moreover, because of our assumption concerning 
the Souslin-tree S, X is linearly orderable (which follows analogously as in the 
proof (c) + (d) of our theorem above. More or less, this is a standard construction, 
see e.g. also [20; Theorem 9.21). On the other side, X cannot be metrizable, since 
c (X) = w but obviously d(X) > w. Hence 4 (AX) > w. Further, X is perfectly normal 
because X is orderable, dense-in-itself and c(X) = w. 
Using x+-Souslin-trees, the situation can be generalized to higher cardinals. 
3. Applications, problems and further results 
At the end of our paper we want to show several results, where the preceding 
theorems are used as tools. 
In [43], J. Vaughan had introduced linearly stratifiable spaces. Recall that a 
Hausdorff-space (X, r) is Zinearly stratifiable if there is a cardinal A and a map S: 
(A x T) + 7 having the following properties: 
(i) aEpEA, UEr 3 S(cr, U)cS(p, U)cS(p, U)cU. 
(ii) UE7 * U= u{S((Y, U)](v~h}. 
(iii) U,VET,UCV,(YEA + S((Y,U)CS((Y,V). 
A linearly stratifiable space is called A-stratifiable, if A is the smallest cardinal 
which can be used in the above definition. Every linearly stratifiable space is 
hereditarily paracompact [43], and every linearly uniformizable space is linearly 
stratifiable. Indeed, if {& Ia E A} is linearly ordered base of a (covering-) uniformity 
on X, and we put S(LY, U) = U\st(X\U, U,) we obtain a A-stratification of X. Every 
A-stratifiable space has property B,. Therefore, the following propositions show 
how we can weaken the other conditions in our theorem if we replace property (B,) 
by A-stratijiability. In [29], Nyikos proved that a suborderable space X is linearly 
uniformizable if X is linearly stratifiable. 
Therefore, by combining this with our results, we obtain: 
Proposition la. If X is linearly stratifiable and non-metrizable, then the following 
are equivalent: 
(1) X is strongly suborderable. 
(2) X is suborderable. 
And consequently, we get 
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Proposition lb. For any space X, the following are equivalent: 
(1) X is either linearly uniformizable and non-metritable, or X is metrizable and 
dimX=O. 
(2) X is zerodimensional, suborderable and linearly stratifiable. 
Another application concerns metrizability of orderable spaces. We state the 
next three propositions for orderable spaces, which may be more convenient for 
the reader; but it follows from our theorem that all these propositions are valid 
for strongly suborderable spaces X whose set of isolated points is an F,-set where 
x =adX. 
Proposition 2. An orderable space X is metrizable iff it is a k-space and 9 (AX) < 
ad X. 
Proof. Suppose that an orderable space X is a nondiscrete k-space and wl< 
ti(AX) c ad X. Then every compact subspace of X is finite (since it is WI-additive), 
thus X is discrete - a contradiction. Hence 4(AX) = o and everything follows from 
Lutzer’s result that any orderable space with a Gs-diagonal is metrizable. 
Proposition 3. If X is an orderable space with CX = w, 4(AX) s adX, then X is 
metrizable. 
Proof. If X is nonmetrizable, then 4(AX)> w, and X has a strongly decreasing 
chain of clopen sets of length wl, so that cX Z= wl; a contradiction. 
Remark. In Proposition 3, the condition “cX = w” is essential, as the following 
example shows. 
If X is a one-point Lindeliification of a discrete space of cardinality wl, then X 
is orderable, nonmetrizable, cX = w 1, 4(AX) = ad X = w 1. 
Remark. Examples of such a space must be scattered, at least under T?H, as 
follows from the following proposition: 
Proposition 4. If X is orderable, not scattered, cX < 2”, and *(AX) s ad X, then X 
is metrizable. 
Proof. Take a subspace Y of X without isolated points. Then -since X is order- 
able - c Y < 2”, *(A Y) s ad Y, and we can construct a Cantor tree of length x = 
ad Y composed of open subsets of Y such that each a-level is a disjoint open family. 
If ad Y > w, the w-level of this tree would consist of 2” open sets. Hence 
@(AX) c ad X s ad Y = w, and X must be metrizable. 
Remark. Since the same argument holds for every a-level of the tree, we in fact 
have shown that for dense-in-itself spaces X, one has cX 2 2e 
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On the other hand, X = Z2w, ordered lexicographically, satisfies all the conditions 
of Proposition 4 except “cX -C 2”“, and X is not metrizable. 
The Michael-line X, as a typical example of a non-archimedean topological space, 
originates from the space R of the reals turning some points (the irrationals) into 
isolated points and leaving the neighbourhoods of all other points as they are. 
Following Engelking’s book we say: “X is a discretiration of the space R by the 
subset W\Q”. 
In [25] it was shown that every non-archimedean topological space is a discretiz- 
ation of a certain space Y which can be gotten from X as an inverse limit of some 
quotient spaces of X.6 By the examples above, we know that a non-archimedean 
topological space X with $(x) = (jl(AX) for every non-isolated point x EX need 
not be linearly uniformizable. In fact, to obtain linear uniformizability we need 
some further condition assuring that there are not “too many’ isolated points which 
are ‘too close’ to the subspace X’; (property B BCdX) of condition (b) in our theorem 
above can serve as a typical example). 
Therefore, it may not be surprising that we can prove the following theorem: 
Proposition 5. A non-archimedean topological space X is homeomorphic with a 
discretization of a linearly uniformizable space Y if and only if $(x) = @(AX) for 
every non-isolated point x E X. 
Corollary. Any non-archimedean space X with a Gs-diagonal is homeomorphic with 
a discretization of a metric space Y. (Compare Corollary 2.) 
Proof. We have to show only sufficiency of the condition. To show that, we adapt 
the notation of the proof of (b) + (c) of our main theorem. For every point x EX 
and for every (Y E A, choose a basis set B,,, E 58 such that (B,,, x B,,,) c V,, and 
consider the covering lL = {B,,, Ix E X}. Then, for every x E X, n {st(x, II,) 1 a E A} = 
{x}, since n V, = AX. 
Since every non-archimedean space is paracompact and strongly zerodimensional, 
we can choose partitions %= c ‘8 of X refining II, for each a E A. Moreover, we 
may suppose that the coverings !8,, CY E A, are linearly ordered by refinement, 
because ad X L 4(AX); see (ii) on p. 176. Therefore, {Ba 1 a E A} defines a uniformity 
U on the underlying set of X with a linearly ordered base such that for every 
non-isolated point x E X, {st(x, aa) 1 (Y’ E A} is a local base of the topology of X. 
’ One of the major open problems in the theory of non-archimedean topological spaces is to investigate 
the relations between properties of X and properties of Y. Which kind of spaces, for example, can be 
turned into non trivial non-archimedean spaces by refining the topology of Y in the way described 
above? Proposition 5 and the Corollary is a contribution to this set of problems: we characterize those 
non-archimedean spaces which are homeomorphic with discretizations of metric spaces and linearly 
uniformizable spaces, respectively. 
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